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Abstract 
If the history of macroeconomics is still largely associated with John Maynard 
Keynes’ masterpiece, The General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money 
(Keynes, 1936), macronomics also includes a branch of economics which has 
gained recognition through the use of mathematical models, the notion of gen-
eral equilibrium, the development of an empirical basis (applied economics), 
and the evaluation of the effects of economic policy. These elements of mac-
roeconomic theory are found in Maurice Allais’ work, mainly his Théorie du 
rendement social (Allais, 1946) and his Fondements comptables de la macroé-
conomie (Allais, 1954). In the aftermath of the Second World War, Allais was 
able to use a corpus composed of a theory—the Walrasian General Equilib-
rium, a doctrine—competitive planning, an empirical basis—his work on na-
tional accounting and economic policy prescriptions, “la planification à la 
française” and monetary dynamics. This work, combined with the develop-
ment of national statistics and national accounting, highlights the French tra-
dition of economic thinking and reminds us, that in the history of economic 
thought, the Keynesian precepts took some time to “colonize” the minds of 
French economists. 
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1. Introduction 

In an article published in December 2005 entitled The Theory and the Modelling 
of Macroeconomics, from yesterday to today, Michel de Vroey and Pierre Mal-
grange (2005) sought to track the evolution of macroeconomics from its birth 
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(in the 1930s) to the 21st Century. In their view, the notion of macroeconomics 
should cover the following conditions: “First, it is a modelled discipline, i.e. 
composed of mathematical models. Second, it pursues a general equilibrium ap-
proach, focusing on an economy as a whole but represented in a simplified way 
(small number of markets, representative agent hypothesis, etc.). Third, macro-
economics is an applied discipline, with abstract models that can be measured 
empirically. Finally, macroeconomics has an economic policy focus. It should be 
used to forecast and evaluate the effects of alternative economic policies” (2005: 
p. 2). 

As a result of this definition, the authors proposed a narrow and linear history 
of macroeconomics. For them, it began with Keynes’ masterpiece, The General 
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (Keynes, 1936). In his Introduction 
to Keynesian thought, Hansen (1967) recalls that “the literature of the years 1900 
to 1936 saw many efforts, sometimes important, but often radically insufficient, 
to break the orthodoxy [Say’s Law] of automatic adjustment”. This theoretical 
renewal was formalised through the work of Hicks (1937). The famous IS-LM 
model, more or less accepted by Keynes (Hicks, 1973), popularized the main con-
cepts of Keynesian theory. For generations of students and economists, it even 
embodied the essence of Keynesian macroeconomics (Hicks, 1967): “It was un-
doubtedly the new attitude, which they knew I would adopt, that I had to be 
asked to give an account in the Economic Journal... of the general theory, as 
soon as it appeared. I was asked because I was expected to be an understanding 
and independent critic, which at the time was not easy to find. I had little time to 
write this report, so I was not... very satisfied with it. After only a few months, I 
had the feeling that I had to do it again. The result was the article “Mr. Keynes 
and the Classics” with the SILL diagram that has appeared in so many manuals 
since then. For many students, I fear, this is Keynes’ theory. In fact, this diagram 
was only designed to present what I thought was an essential part of Keynes’ 
theory. As such, I think it is defensible; but I have never considered it complete 
in itself” (Hicks, 1967, p 25-26). The formalized model made it possible to give 
substance to certain proposals concerning economic policy. Tinbergen (1953, 
1961) considers that “the difficulty facing the economic policy adviser is that the 
model must not only be realistic, but must also be usable” (1961: p. 51).  

One could continue this story by evoking the criticisms by Friedman (1968), 
Lucas (1972), Kydland and Prescott (1977), and so on. From a methodological 
point of view, such an approach makes it possible to understand the emergence 
of a masterpiece (Keynesian theory has its origins in the Great Depression of 
1929 and tries to provide a response to mass unemployment), to understand its 
relevance (particularly in terms of its different variants), and to analyse the criti-
cisms made against it. However, at the same time, it excludes all the theoretical 
work and formulations that do not fall into this predefined framework. In other 
words, defining a family tree of macroeconomics based on Keynesian theory 
risks excluding from the study all original or incremental contributions which 
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do not correspond to the analysis grid itself. Moreover, to postulate that the his-
tory of macroeconomics starts from Keynes’ general theory is to overestimate its 
power of attraction and diffusion. In France, some specific features of the French 
model (French planning, economics teaching in law schools) delayed its dis-
semination and even its acceptance.  

In terms of the history of ideas, these last two points suggest that we should be 
very careful when trying to grasp the major stages in the evolution of macro-
economics. The institutional context and the mixing of ideas play a significant 
role. Planning is part of French economic history, particularly after the Second 
World War. Studying macroeconomics without reference to this institutional 
framework makes it impossible to understand the degree of relevance of econo-
metric models and the scope of economic policy decisions. Similarly, in France 
the applied economist is the emblematic figure of economic forecasting institu-
tions (Commissariat au Plan, in France). The Grandes Ecoles (Ecole des Ponts et 
Chaussées, Ecole des Mines) are very often places where economics is mathema-
tized and models are formalized. In the French context, major economic issues 
cannot be studied without taking this into account, which leads us to introduce 
the work of Maurice Allais (Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences), and 
more precisely his work with a macroeconomic dimension. Maurice Allais’ work 
is part of a macroeconomic perspective, in the sense that it is: 1) contextualized, 
it is the era of the applied economist and French planning; 2) associated with 
an approach in terms of general equilibrium (global quantities); 3) based on 
mathematical models; 4) linked to an observation of facts (applied economics); 
5) provides economic policy recommendations.  

This paper focuses on presenting Allais’ contributions to macroeconomics. 
First, we will present the post-war institutional context, including the choice of 
the economic system. We will see that this choice (planning) makes it possible to 
understand the particularities of French growth. Firstly, we will show that the 
antagonism between planism and the market economy is reflected in the work of 
Maurice Allais (1947a, 1949, 1950, 1951) by the evocation of a third way, ”Com-
petitive planning”. Secondly, we will discuss three aspects of Allaisian macro-
economics: the accounting framework (Allais, 1954), the place of money, and the 
different aspects of its growth theory.  

2. Macroeconomics and the Economic System 

In a book entitled “Les voies de la recherche macroéconomique”, Edmond Ma-
linvaud (1991) introduced chapter 2 with the following question: “Is it necessary 
to have chosen a doctrine?” (1991: p. 41). Almost 20 years later, Edmond Malin-
vaud (2010) gave an unequivocal answer to this question: “The history of eco-
nomic thought shows that the theorists who contributed to the development of 
growth theories were each based on an economic system. As a result, in the early 
post-war years, the choice of this system seemed crucial to the various trends in 
our profession” (2010: p. 141). This preamble says a lot about the path that had 
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to be taken in the aftermath of the Second World War to build the first macro-
economic models (beginning of national accounting, development of national 
statistics, mathematical economics, etc). It also reminds us that from 1946 on-
wards, many countries were involved in a planning process (Shonfield, 1967), 
even the most practiced (United Kingdom) in the principles of free enterprise 
(Malinvaud, 1950).  

2.1. French Planning 

France was no exception to this trend (Fontvieille, 1977; Margairaz, 1992). Jean 
Fourastié and Jean-Paul Courthéoux (1968) cite three main reasons for imple-
menting the plan in France: 1) the state of deep disorganization the economy 
was in (the first plan was a rescue action—there were no savings, the currency 
was constantly depreciating, companies could not produce anything without the 
help of the state; the notions of reconstruction and key sectors were important); 
2) the weakness of the political liberal right-wing parties (three parties—the 
Communist Party, the Socialist Party and the M.R.P had all the seats in the 
Chamber of Deputies); 3) the intellectual initiative of a man, Jean Monnet, who 
was sufficiently well known that the planning project was credible (Fontaine, 
1962). It was following a note sent by Jean Monnet to General De Gaulle (4 De-
cember 1945) that France set up a new institution on 3 January 1946. Attached 
successively to the Minister of Finance (10 July 1954), then to the Prime Minister 
(10 May 1962), the Office of Planning (Commissariat au Plan) was an economic 
commission, consisting of only a limited number of high-level officials, fifty 
people, under the authority of a Commissioner General. 

French planning reflects a transformation of decision-making mechanisms. It 
must rely more on optimistic assumptions about long-term prospects for growth 
(production and consumption) than on short-term economic fluctuations. Mar-
ket mechanisms are not abandoned; however, a coherent set of measures had to 
be put in place, as governments sought to ensure that companies complied with 
the schemes outlined. The spirit of modernity of French capitalism thus resided 
in the close relations that united industry, banking, finance, and the state (Bleton, 
1966). More precisely, it was a deliberate cooperation between officials and the 
managers of large companies (Bilbault, 1961; Kuisel, 1984), in the search for a 
“concerted economy” where the public and private sectors could coexist 
(Bloch-Lainé, 1959; Monnet, 1976). Three periods, and three men, reflect the 
success of planning: from the creation of the Plan to the ECSC (1946-1951); the 
advent of the Treaty of Rome (1951-1958); Plans III, IV and V (1959-1970). In 
what follows, we will only deal with the first two periods (1945 to 1952), which 
make it possible to identify Maurice Allais’ contributions to macroeconomics.  

2.1.1. From the Office of Planning to the European Coal and Steel  
Community (1946-1951) 

The first stage is from the creation of the Office of Planning to the creation of 
the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC: 1946-1951). Against the back-
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ground of the Marshall Plan and the creation of the OEEC (Organization for 
European Economic Cooperation), Jean Monnet’s first plan focused on eco-
nomic growth (objective of 25% in 1951 of the 1929’s production in 1929) and 
raising living standards. In this context, the Office of Planning was first and 
foremost a place for meetings and information. Decisions were made in com-
mittees (Gournay, 1961). These were roundtables during which people inter-
ested in a subject met and discussed (so that anyone with expertise in a specific 
field could be called upon to participate in the debate). Ministries, The Grandes 
Ecoles (engineers from Ecole Polytechnique, Ecole des Mines, Ecole des Ponts et 
Chaussées), mixed economy companies and public companies such as EDF, 
SNCF, and the nationalised coal industry, were involved in the work of the plan 
committees at an early stage. In this way, the plan was not imposed on them, it 
was an expression of their participation in the French economy’s recovery. At 
the same time, the planning officials had an effective means of persuasion and 
encouragement (Rissoyre, 1961). Tax measures, direct financial aid, financial 
provisions (loans from Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations, Crédit National 
(Dupont, 1952), capital market interventions, industrial bonds subject to prior 
authorization by the Treasury, etc) were intended to encourage the selected 
companies to comply with the orientation and scale of the Plan objectives 
(Shonfield, 1967, refers to “Conjuring the Plan”). 

2.1.2. From the ECSC to the Treaty of Rome (1951-1958) 
Under the authority of Etienne Hirsch (a mining engineer), the 2nd (1954-1957) 
and 3rd (1958-1961) Plans were drawn up between the creation of the ECSC and 
the creation of the EEC. The 2nd plan differs from the 1st plan by a series of 
provisions. Firstly, the plan is expanded from the five key sectors to a larger 
number of sectors. This shift from partial to broader planning moved the Plan 
from a series of individual programs to an overall plan. During this period, a no-
tion was quickly established for economists: that of balance. The notion of bal-
ance has the advantage of applying to many situations. There is the balance of 
employment, the balance of income, the balance of foreign trade. Secondly, there 
was the development of information and forecasting techniques. Three major 
institutions were created. The first institution was the Financial and Economic 
Studies Service (SEEF) (1950). The determination of the balance and the de-
scription of economic activities were made possible by the progress in national 
accounting. National accounting, essential for planning, did not exist before 
1950 (Sauvy, 1970). With the SEEF, national accounting took off in an unparal-
leled way (Fourquet, 1980) and developed along two axes. Firstly, it was a ques-
tion of developing an instrument intended essentially to draw up economic 
budgets (forecasts over one or two years, drawn up by the Committee of Ex-
perts). The next step is to propose an alternative system to international stan-
dardisation (the first version of the OEEC system). In a note published in 1952 
entitled “Principles for the establishment of national accounts and an economic 
table”, Claude Gruson, who had built up a small team of experts (Terray, 2003), 
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proposed a more ambitious project than the principles prevailing at the interna-
tional level (Gruson, 1968). He aimed to present a system of national accounts 
that takes into account the flows of goods and services; inter-industry trade 
based on the concept of sector of activity; and financial transactions. All this was 
to be summarized in an economic table (Vanoli, 2002). Thus, from 1952 to 1976, 
France had an original accounting system, very different from the OEEC stan-
dardised system (Stone, Aukrust and Marczewski were the main authors). In the 
same year, Edgar Faure created the National Accounts Commission, thereby re-
newing the work of the Committee of Experts and the SEEF’s missions in the 
field of national accounts and provisional accounts (known as economic budg-
ets). The French State could thus count on a threefold combination: the SEEF, 
which was attached to the Ministry of Finance, made it possible, through the in-
termediary of national accounts, to generate fruitful exchanges between the same 
Ministry, the Planning Commission, and the Treasury Department. 

In 1956, a partnership agreement was signed to strengthen the relationship 
between the Plan and the SEEF (the SEEF created a division responsible for 
making medium- and long-term forecasts for the Plan). During this period of 
intense activity, the SEEF acquired a scientific reputation thanks to the publica-
tion of its notes and reference articles in the Journal of Statistics and Financial 
Studies. Its executives (Claude Gruson, Charles Prou, etc) taught at the Ecole 
Pratique des Hautes Etudes, at the Faculty of Law of Paris, at SciencesPo and at 
the ENA (National School of Administration). New generations were thus trained 
in the tools of national accounting and statistics (Fourquet, 1980). The French 
tradition of applied economist (Mines, Ponts et Chausséees, Polytechnique) had 
been brought up to date.  

The second institution is associated with an important technique, the fore-
casting of employment from 1952 onwards. As economic problems arose, plan-
ners focused on the most important “balance”—the employment balance. Em-
ployment forecasting problems became the “keystone of economic planning” 
(Fourastié & Courthéoux, 1968: p. 55) because they were at the same time the 
synthesis, consequence, and condition of economic growth. The Labour Board 
set up meetings bringing together a small number of people from the Office of 
Planning, INSEE (Institut of National Economic Statistics), and various eco-
nomic sectors (agriculture, car industry, textiles, etc.).  

The third institution is Center of Research for Studies and Observations of 
Life Conditions (CREDOC) created in 1953. Intended to enlighten the experts of 
the French economy on the needs and development of consumption, CREDOC 
played an important role. On the one hand, it participated in the Office of Plan-
ning forecasting efforts (consumption plays a key role in determining the eco-
nomic balance). On the other hand, it played an important role in the field of 
business economics (in particular in the conduct of market research). Thus, with 
CREDOC, French planners had at their disposal relevant data (sample surveys) 
on the measurement, study, and forecasting of consumption. All the results of 
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the work were published in the journal Consommation. Despite unfavourable 
prospects pronounced by the British and American authorities, the 2nd plan had 
spectacular effects. From 1955 to 1958, productivity increased by 8% per year in 
the processing industries, the highest rate of all European countries.  

2.2. The “Competitive Planning” of Maurice Allais 

It is customary to recall that Maurice Allais received the Nobel Prize in Eco-
nomics (1988) for two books, the Treaty of Pure Economy (Allais, 1943) and 
Economy and Interest (Allais, 1947b). It seems that a third work played an 
equally important role in the eyes of its author. Called Abundancy and Misery 
published in 1946, with the evocative subtitle “Heterodox proposals for the re-
covery of the French economy”. In this book, Allais (1946) seeks to overcome 
the opposition between laissez-faire (free enterprise doctrine) and centralized 
planning, by proposing a third way, “competitive planning”, which aimed to 
combine “the fundamental advantages of a market economy with those of con-
scious action by the State in accordance with a Plan for a more efficient and 
fairer economy” (1947a: p. 1). 

Maurice Allais (1948) stated that “Laisser-fairism led the Liberals to the con-
ception of an imaginary world of perfect competition, in which the problems 
posed by production, distribution and the adaptation of production to distribu-
tion were solved” (1948a: p. 13). In his view, their fundamental error was to be-
lieve that this theoretical image was the representation of an order, to which the 
existing regime was approximately and sufficiently compliant. On the theoretical 
level, laissez-faire had introduced two biases: the representation of the legal re-
gime of property and contracts, governed by a natural law revealed by God; the 
idealization of a perfectly competitive economy and the rejection of any inter-
ference by the state. In practical terms, laissez-faire could never solve the five 
fundamental problems of organizing production, distributing income, promot-
ing the best in society, achieving an effective and equitable international order, 
and adapting the different sectors of the economy to each other. In the field of 
the organization of production, laissez-faire combined the stimulus of competi-
tion and the role of self-interest. However, for Allais the competition/self-interest 
relationship could not be justified. Here Allais defends the thesis of the existence 
of an “organized competitive economy”, inspired by Léon Walras. Interest, eco-
nomic freedom, and competition cannot be three harmonious components of an 
economic and social force that would automatically drive the economy to the 
optimum. “Essentially beneficial, competition is possible, but it is not spontane-
ous or automatic and can only necessarily exist within the framework of the law” 
(Allais, 1946: p. 1). In the field of distribution, laisser-fairism would confuse op-
timum management with the optimum distribution. Some economic situations 
(existence of monopolies, failure to take into account the problem of unem-
ployment, deterioration of working conditions through human exploitation, 
presence of immoral profits from inflation) have undesirable social conse-
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quences: “the competitive-based pricing system has gradually been abandoned 
because, under rapidly changing structural conditions, it leads, if one is not 
careful, to a distribution of clearly unacceptable consumable services” (Allais, 
1946: p. 36). In the field of social promotion, laissez-faire would lead to a strug-
gle between the different social classes and the predominance of industrial elites 
(the business world) over spiritual elites (the world of art and culture). If eco-
nomic efficiency does imply a free competitive economy, the economic dimen-
sion could be only one aspect of human activity. Other equally important values 
must be taken into consideration. In the international arena, laissez-faire would 
lead states to practice autarchic and totalitarian policies. Some imbalances had 
even contributed to international conflicts and the development of nationalism.  

Totalitarian doctrine, for its part, had always attributed the evils from which 
humanity suffers to the competition-based system. Maurice Allais associates the 
birth of planism with the collapse of liberalism during the 1929 depression. Re-
jecting economic organization based on the principle of competition, the totali-
tarians advocated the use of a centralized management for the entire economy. 
“Whenever it has predominated, the action of authoritarian planners has been 
carried out without a specific program, without general or long-term views. 
Only the principle of recourse in all things to the authority of the State has been 
universally and permanently accepted” (Allais, 1950, 1951: p. 28). In theory, to-
talitarianism is based on the idea that there should be a central authority 
(all-powerful civil servants) capable of effectively planning, organizing, and 
managing a complex economy. To achieve this, however, it is necessary to be 
able to know the lives, tastes, and abilities of hundreds of millions of individuals: 
“It is absolutely impossible for a human brain to see clearly enough the direct 
and indirect consequences of a change in the quantities produced or distributed 
throughout the economy so that it can best adapt the techniques used and the 
production to our current situation, and so that it can direct the economy, even 
approximately, towards its position of social return” (Allais, 1946: p. 20). In prac-
tical terms, totalitarianism would be as ineffective as laissez-faire. In the field of 
the organization of production, central planning has resulted in huge waste. In 
the absence of factor prices, the answer to economic problems can only be arbi-
trary: “It is absolutely impossible to verify whether the use of a particular factor 
of production, for example coal, is actually more useful in one production than 
in another” (Allais, 1946: p. 18). In the field of distribution, central planning has 
never succeeded in achieving an equi-revenue distribution. Only a few have been 
able to secure abnormally high incomes and benefit from successful activities: “It 
cannot be otherwise in a system where, on the one hand, clandestine activities 
offer extraordinarily high opportunities for gain and where, on the other hand, 
salaries and wages are set in a bureaucratic and monopolistic manner, at random 
political contingencies, regardless of any reference to the true scarcity and use-
fulness of the services rendered” (Allais, 1946: p. 25). In Allais’s vie in the field of 
social promotion, central planism has replaced the game of political intrigue by 
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that of merit, thereby destroying the stability and dynamism of society. In the 
international sphere, central planism has generated a form of trade restriction 
(protectionism and autarky). However, the development of trade is a prerequi-
site for wealth creation and the working together of nations.  

Faced with the mistakes of laissez-faire and totalitarianism, Maurice Allais 
proposed a third way (for Europe)—Competitive planning. By competitive plan-
ning a solution can be found to the five fundamental problems (economic man-
agement, distribution, social promotion, international order, stability). From an 
ideological point of view, competitive planning consists of reconciling and har-
monizing the aspirations of free enterprise and socialism, the principles of free 
enterprise and the social justice inherent in Marxism (Allais, 1949). It is some-
times confused with “competitive socialism” (Allais, 1947a) and the promotion 
of left-wing elites. Like Leon Walras, Maurice Allais does not hesitate to call 
himself a social liberal or a liberal social: “We are convinced that the competitive 
idea has an immense future, but our conviction, which is growing every day, is 
that only men whose social aspirations are in their very foundations those of 
left-wing parties can succeed in implementing it effectively” (Allais, 1949: p. 7). 
From a practical point of view, competitive planning had to combine “the action 
of the regulatory mechanisms essential to maximizing social return, achieved 
through the law of supply and demand in a market economy, with systematic 
intervention by the State for purposes deemed rationally desirable, i.e. methodi-
cal action within a given general framework” (Allais, 1950, 1951: p. 28). This 
new approach therefore leads to a paradoxical statement. If self-interest, guided 
by economic freedom, was indeed the driving force, this freedom could not be 
allowed to degenerate into anarchy. It has to be organised by law within a legal 
framework which satisfies the general interest. For Maurice Allais, the debate 
was finished. The essential condition for economic freedom is the all-powerful 
authority of the state, “between the strong and the weak, it is freedom that op-
presses and the law that liberates” (Allais, 1950, 1951: p. 29). The use of the 
market economy is thus both a technical necessity (the famous rules of competi-
tion) and a legal necessity (the role of the legislator).  

If competitive planning occupies a central place in Maurice Allais’ liberalism 
(the “discipline of freedom” is necessary), it is also original from the point of 
view of the historical context. By using this term, Maurice Allais meant:  
- To make a distinction between centrally planned economies from those with 

a plan. To avoid any confusion, Maurice Allais called “planned economies, 
not all economies with a plan, but only those where all economic operations 
tend to be directed by a central authority. Planism, or centralized dirigisme, 
regulating through central planning the entire system of production and 
consumption is opposed to competitive dirigisme, organizing economic 
freedom within the framework of the law”. By this distinction, Allais (1947a: 
p. 1) intended to make the Plan a key idea in the dissemination of his work 
(to propose planning in the liberal sense), but also to recall that planism con-
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tinued to gain ground (Shonfield, 1967) to the point that, “nowadays, there is 
hardly any longer a single political grouping on the surface of the globe 
which, on the pretext of applying reason to the organization of society, does 
not want to entrust most human activities to centralized bodies and deliber-
ately shape society in every detail”. 

- To disassociate himself from Friedrich Hayek’s very dogmatic position (his 
categorical refusal of any collectivist property and any intervention by the 
state). Having participated in April 1947, with Milton Friedman, Ludwig von 
Mises, Friedrich Hayek, Franck Knight, Lionel Robbins, George Stigler, and 
others at the meeting of the Mont Pèlerin Society, Maurice Allais refused to 
sign the founding text (Diemer, 2007). He justified this refusal by recalling 
that he had always been a supporter of collective ownership whenever the 
economic structure of a sector could not be competitive (Allais, 1946, 1948b). 
Maurice Allais (1950, 1951) was called upon to defend this position as Presi-
dent of a European Commission on Transport. 

- To introduce a distinction between the economic technique used (competi-
tion) and the associated ownership system. If a competitive idea originates in 
the private ownership of the means of production, it is impossible to take a 
stand against the collectivization of the means of production. Maurice Allais 
(1949: p. 5) put forward two arguments to justify this observation. On the 
one hand, collectivization offered many social benefits in terms of distribu-
tion. On the other hand, the ineffectiveness of collectivization was by no 
means scientifically proven. Therefore, only facts can provide us with the re-
quired evidence: “In fact, only effective experience could show whether, in 
the current state of our political education, the system of collective ownership 
of the means of production is, or is not, more favourable to the functioning 
of a competitive economy than a system of corporate ownership”. With re-
gard to the organisation of the economy and the ownership of the means of 
production, Maurice Allais took into account the existence of four main 
situations (as in Table 1 below). 

- To place the heritage of the classics and neoclassics in its rightful place while 
breaking with the “Keynesian and New-Keynesian dirigism” thinking (Allais, 
1943: p. 4). Following the Great Depression of 1929 and the “liberal debacle”, 
this new science of “global quantities” began to seduce a large part of West-
ern governments. If Allais had supported John Maynard Keynes’ General 
Theory of the Employment, Interest and Money (Keynes, 1936), he could not 
accept its interpretation and implementation (all-out intervention by the 
state in economic activity, conception of rigid prices), which were both  

 
Table 1. Organisation of the economy and ownership of the means of production. 

 Private Ownership Collective Ownership 
Market Economy Western Economies Yugoslav Experience 
Central Planning Corporatist Economies (Fascist, Nazi) Communist Economies 

Source: Allais (1967: p. 105). 
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contradicted by the facts: “It can be said of Keynesian theory that it is only 
true to the extent that it takes up and develops results already known by the 
classics, and that, where it is actually original, it is contradicted by the facts. It 
is worth noting that such an extreme judgment, however extreme it may 
seem at first sight, was shared by one of today’s most prominent Keynesians 
in a particular conversation we had with him recently. He even pointed out 
that it was certainly fortunate for us to have come to economics only after 
1940 and to have escaped the so seductive influence of Keynesian thought” 
(Allais, 1943, footnote 5: p. 5). If the state was to intervene in the economy, it 
could only be following irrefutable scientific evidence. However, only the 
Theorem of Social Return (Allais, 1943) could provide decisive arguments for 
this question. 

3. The Accounting Basis of Macroeconomics 

Macroeconomics proposes an analysis of the basic behaviour of economic agents 
and a study of the different balances that occur according to the degree of rigid-
ity or flexibility of prices and wages (Artus, 1989). We have seen earlier that the 
accounting framework of an economy is a powerful tool for information and 
modelling. National accounts appeared during the Second World War. The 
White Paper and the Standard National Accounting System were the first stan-
dardised systems (Klotz, 2010). All this work developed as a result of Keynes’ 
General Theory. It is in this context of intellectual effervescence that Maurice 
Allais (1954) published his book Accounting Foundations of Macroeconomics. 
As the author indicates from the first pages of the introduction, this 1954 book 
was the end result of four previous editions in July 1945, September 1950, No-
vember 1951, and March 1952. The study aims “to establish in a rigorous and 
synthetic way, based on the summation of the accounts of the various economic 
agents, consumers, companies, credit banks, issuing institutions and the State, 
the main accounting relationships that necessarily exist between the global 
quantities usually considered and to try to show the multiple applications of 
these relationships, including accounting theory, national income theory, cur-
rency and credit theory, capital and income theory, dimensional economic 
analysis theory, savings and investment theory, inflationary profit theory and 
economic dynamics theory” (Allais, 1954: p. 1). The book has two parts. The 
first part specifies the accounting relationships between global quantities. It con-
sists of three chapters: 1) the basic model associated with elementary accounting, 
2) the case of an economy without state activity, 3) the general case of an econ-
omy with state activity. The second part puts accounting relationships back into 
the study of macroeconomic facts: national income, currency, savings, invest-
ment... 

3.1. The Assumptions of the Model 

The model is based on five assumptions: 1) the activity of a business is any indi-
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vidual activity that does not correspond to the use of income for direct con-
sumption; thus any purchase of durable goods by an individual will be consid-
ered as a business activity; 2) the economy is considered to be closed (no inter-
national trade); 3) there is an institution that can issue money; 4) the circulating 
currency is composed of fiduciary and scriptural money; 5) the overall monetary 
inflation is itself broken down into the monetary inflation of the central institu-
tion (central bank board) and banking inflation (creation of money by commer-
cial banks). 

3.2. From Private Accounting to Macroeconomic Accounting 

The basic accounting policies are based on a company balance sheet. It should be 
noted that the gestation period of Allais’ book was in a period during which at-
tempts were being made to standardize private company accounts. In 1927, 
Maurice Allais, then 26 years old, was in charge of the sub-district of the Nantes 
Mining and Quarrying Department, which included five departments, and a 
number of controls, in particular the railways of general and local interest. At 
that time, Allais had to control private companies under public contracts. It is 
therefore through this experience (he was constantly confronted with very dis-
parate accounting practices from one company to another) that he would be led 
to write a first study on the standardization of private company accounting. This 
study was published in 1938 (Allais, 1938a, 1938b, 1938c) under the title The ex-
tension of economic documentation services and the reform of private account-
ing in four journals, Economic Humanism (May-June); Orga (August); Chief 
Accountant (November), and the Bulletin du syndicat national des contributions 
directes (December). These works, widely commented on in the ministerial com-
missions (Archives of the Ministry of Economy and Finance, Savigny le Tem-
ple), were at the centre of a debate (Lemarchand, 1999). Until the 1930s, two jus-
tifications for the role that accounting should play were in conflict. For some 
(Delmas 1898, 1900, 1905), accounting which resulted in concerted action by 
companies would reduce price competition and maintain cartels. For others 
(Coutrot, 1937), accounting made it possible to define a method of calculating 
costs that could rationalize management practices. At the end of the 1930s, the 
first work on national accounts and the creation of a French planning system 
required manufacturers to go further than just standardizing cost calculation 
methods. It became necessary to provide the future State Statistical Observation 
System with accounting data that were sufficiently homogeneous to be aggre-
gated.  

This need was all the more pressing since Germany had adopted its chart of 
accounts in 1937 and during that same year, the conduct of a production survey 
revealed the difficulty of collecting useful data in the absence of uniform ac-
counting practices (Margairaz, 1991). It was in this context that Maurice Allais 
1938b), a young mining engineer, proposed a standardization of private compa-
ny accounts aimed at substituting social collaboration for the law of the jungle: 
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“Either we will renounce any private or public action on the economy or we will 
move towards a policy of collaboration aimed at simplification and progress and 
we will be unable to do anything unless we have standard accounts that consti-
tute the essential and primordial condition of any rational economy” (Allais, 
1938b: p. 279). However, it was not until the years of war and occupation that 
Allais’ wishes were granted. A first accounting standards commission, initiated 
by COST (Scientific Organization Committee of Labor) and chaired by Jean 
Coutrot, was set up in July 1939. Two years later (April 1941), a second commis-
sion led to a draft chart of accounts known as the 1942 chart of accounts. This 
chart of accounts was soon abandoned and a third commission was set up in 
April 1946. The cost accounting of operations was finally present in the 1947 
chart of accounts.  

3.3. The Balance Sheet and Basic Accounts Method 

The balance sheet and basic accounts method of private company accounts is 
present in the accounting relationships of the macroeconomics for a national 
economy (meaning correct?). Maurice Allais used an ownership approach (as-
sets/liabilities) to the company’s balance sheet and accounts rather than a use of 
resources approach (which is in the standard presentation). A company’s simpli-
fied balance sheet is composed of assets (unamortized assets, inventories, cash 
and cash equivalents) and liabilities (net debt, net assets).  
 

 Assets Liabilities 

Unamortized Fixed Assets i
IMC  Net Debt i

Nε  

Inventories iC∑  Net Assets i
Na  

Cash and Cash Equivalents i
pM   

 
This balance sheet allows Allais to introduce the question of opening a credit 

granted by a bank to a company, increasing net debt on the liabilities side and 
increasing bank availability (bank credit). 

The net assets can be expressed as follows: 
i i i i i
N IM p Na C C M ε∑= + + −                     (1) 

This is followed by the current national accounts transactions. The company 
pays salaries iS , pays for supplies iF , and capital goods i

IR . It pays its credi-
tors amortizations i

eA  and interest i
eI  on its debt. It pays dividends i

eD  to its 
shareholders and pays sums in respect of loans it grants and subscriptions for 
new shares i

pR . It collects the amount of its sales iV . It receives amortizations 
i
eA ; interest '

i
eI , dividends '

i
eD , in respect of the loans it takes out and the is-

suing of new equities '
i
pR . The company receives a loan ( d di

tM t ) and increases 
its cash flow ( d di

pM t ). 
The gross operating income ( iRε ) of the operating account is equal to the 
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value of sales less the total amount of salaries, supplies, and bond interest:  

( )'i i i i i
DR V S F Iε = − + +                     (2) 

Allais then analyses the company’s “Profits and loss” account by presenting 
the concepts of gross profit and net profit. Profit is expressed on the basis of the 
net assets (before and after) distribution of dividends, depreciation and amorti-
zation and receipts. The simplified balance sheet of the issuing institution takes 
the following form: 
 

 Assets Liabilities 

Fixed Assets m
IMC  Net Debt m

Nε  

Cash and Cash Equivalents m
pM  Net Assets ma  

 
m m m m

IM p Na C M ε= + −                       (3) 

Allais assumes that only the issuing of fiduciary money leads to changes in the 
balance sheet. In the case of a fiduciary money currency issue, the cash available 
increases.  

3.4. Sum of the Elementary Accounts 

Allais distinguishes between two cases—1) an economy without state activity; 2) 
an economy with state activity. 

3.4.1. An Economy without State Activity 
These operations of summing the elementary accounts make it possible, on the 
one hand, to define the main macroeconomic aggregates used by Allais, and on 
the other hand, to understand how the accounting foundations of macroeco-
nomics are connected to his Treaty on Pure Economy and Economy and Inter-
est. Indeed, unlike national accounts, which use the production account to in-
troduce production, intermediate consumption and the balance—value added, 
Allais uses national capital and consumption (national income consumed) to 
capture national income. This choice may seem paradoxical, but it allows us to 
put the Treaty on Pure Economy and Economy and Interest book back at the 
heart of Allais’ research, namely the theory of capital and interest.  

A detour to Economy and Interest (1947) is necessary here (Allais, 1947b). In 
Chapter IV entitled Interest, Capital and Capitalization, Allais clarifies the role 
of the interest rate in economic management while seeking to make corrections 
to classical theory. In particular, in §10 Summation of capital and income—it is 
essential for the understanding of interest and capital theory to have a clear view 
of the income flows that are established in the economy and the relationship 
between capital and income. Allais adds that this can be achieved simply by 
summing, on the one hand, the capital available to individuals and, on the other 
hand, the income they received and spent. “In the general case, this study is rela-
tively delicate and requires long developments to be rigorous. However, in order 
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to understand the essential links between capital and income, it is possible to 
simplify and obtain a view that is both simple and sufficiently close to reality” 
(Allais, 1947b: p. 80). It is not difficult here to make the link between the theory 
of capital and interest and research on accounting equations. This link is further 
clarified by Allais in a footnote: “The following developments are therefore not 
intended to be rigorous, they neglect all corrective terms and only take into ac-
count essential elements. In fact, we intend to publish soon a general and rigor-
ous theory of the summation of capital and income, where the reader wishing to 
explore this delicate issue can find all the necessary additions, under the title 
“Accounting Principles of Macro-Dynamic Economics” (Allais, 1947b, note 37: 
p. 80). Thus, the idea is clear and Gérard Klotz’s conclusion takes on its full 
meaning here: “despite his many references to accounting, Maurice Allais has 
not built a private and national accounting system in the usual sense of the term. 
It has continued on the arid paths of theory without questioning the practical 
and political feasibility of its accounting” (Klotz, 2010: p. 167). As such, Allais’ 
book is indeed a textbook of macroeconomic theory, even if from the point of 
view of the applied economist, it makes it possible to account for the relations 
between economic agents. But coming back to the aggregate equations, Allais 
reviews different concepts (national capital, national income invested, net wealth 
of individuals, national income distributed, national income consumed, national 
income invested, employment of distributed income, value added, operating in-
come, financing of investments, etc.), some of them play an important role and 
allow him to introduce theoretical contributions in the field of macroeconomics. 
The increase in national capital is equal to the sum of national income in-

vested (investment), net capital gains (capital gains minus depreciation) and in-
ventories. 

( )d  
d

N
I IM IM

C R P A P A
t ∑ ∑= + − + +                   (4) 

The net wealth of individuals is equal to the national capital. 
Total value added is equal to the sum of income consumed, income in-

vested, increase in value of old fixed assets and inventories. 

( ) ( )A C I IM IMV R R P A P A∑ ∑= + + − + +                 (5) 

The national operating income is equal to the excess of the amount of con-
sumption and investments divided by the sum of wages and interest distributed. 

C I DR R R S Iε = + − −                        (6) 

However, this relationship may be expressed in a different way, 

d d
d dP I D D
M MpR R R A D
t tε + + = + + +                (7) 

Thus, the total amount of operating income, invested income (the amount of 
individuals’ investments per unit of time) and monetary inflation is spent by all 
companies on investments (Allais defines self-investment as the difference be-
tween investments and securities), depreciation, dividends and increases in their 
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monetary availability (knowing that an increase in inflation should encourage 
them to restore their liquidity).  
Investment is composed of spontaneous investment by individuals (distrib-

uted income minus income consumed), self-saving by the production sector and 
forced investment (part of inflation that is used for expenditure by the produc-
tion sector).  

d d
d dI P ND
M MpR R R
t tε

 = + + − 
 

                  (8) 

Allais deduced from this that forced investment is equal to the increase in the 
overall amount of individuals’ monetary availability, and more precisely to the 
increase in the quantity of scriptural money. 
Final domestic production is related to final sales, according to a double re-

lationship. Companies’ overall production (calculated on the basis of selling 
prices) is either sold or stored 

P V A∑= +                           (9) 

The final production is distinguished from the overall production: 

FP P F= −                          (10) 

According to Allais, this distinction is necessary because most companies only 
produce raw materials and semi-finished products that are not involved in the 
final production (double accounting principle). The final production can thus be 
written:  

F C IP R R A∑= + +                       (11) 

It is equal to the total value of final consumption, investments, and stock in-
creases. By removing stocks, final sales may be defined. According to Allais, this 
amount represents “the overall final consumption of the community” (Allais, 
1954: p. 35). 
From the national income that Maurice Allais describes as net national in-

come, it is possible to define the undistributed national income: 

( )NND ND IM IMR R P A P Aε ∑ ∑= + − + +                (12) 

The latter is equal to the undistributed national operating income ( N DR R− ) 
plus the net capital gain on fixed assets and inventories. 
This aggregate is used to calculate total net savings: 

N S NNDE E R= +                        (13) 

Knowing that spontaneous savings ( sE ) is equal to distributed income minus 
income consumed ( D CR R− ), or the sum of the income invested and the in-
crease in individual cash balances: 

d
dS P
ME R
t

= +                        (14) 

By bringing spontaneous savings closer to investment and introducing 
self-investment (difference between I PR R− ), it is possible to obtain the fol-
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lowing relationship:  

d
d

I
I S IA

MR E R
t

− = −                     (15) 

Investment will be higher than spontaneous savings if self-investment is 
higher than the increase in individual cash balances. Corporate savings are de-
fined as the excess of national savings over individual savings (i.e. spontaneous 
savings).  

3.4.2. An Economy with State Activity 
According to Allais, the above results can be generalized in the event that the 
state has an activity. It is sufficient to consider the state as “a particular enter-
prise producing services, state services, which are sold either to enterprises or to 
individuals for a price represented by taxes” (Allais, 1954: p. 49). The price/quantity 
adjustment thus continues to play its role. Taxes paid by companies to the state 
are comparable to payments made by companies to other companies for the 
purchase of semi-finished products. Taxes paid by individuals are similar to 
payments to businesses in return for purchases of consumer goods. By assuming 
that public finances are in balance (all expenses are covered by taxes), Allais can 
consider that taxes are comparable to prices paid for services rendered. This the-
sis of the producer state makes it possible to generalize the developments pre-
sented in the case of the productive activity of companies. According to Allais, 
this view would be consistent with Simon Kuznets’ work presented in his study 
Government Product and National Income (published in a collective book, In-
come and Wealth). 

3.5. Accounting Relationships, Representation, and Economic  
Theory 

The different relationships presented by Allais (definition and ownership rela-
tionships) make it possible both to describe a real economic circuit and to iden-
tify the meaning of the quantities used in economic theory.  

1) The overall equations start from the theory of interest and capital, in other 
words from the variation of national capital, and of consumed income (con-
sumption) to define national income. National income is broken down into sala-
ries, interest on national capital, and net profits. Gross profits are broken down 
into net profits and interest associated with net assets. They can be distributed 
(dividends will be paid with the salaries and interest distributed, the income dis-
tributed, which will itself be broken down into cash balances, income invested 
and income consumed), or not distributed. Undistributed income can be used to 
introduce capital gains (less depreciation), inventory gains and inventory 
growth. This allows the calculation of the change in fixed assets and, ultimately, 
the change in national capital. 

2) Accounting relationships highlight the properties of economic quantities 
and theories and the links between them. We will only present here some appli-
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cation illustrations. 
The theory of company accounting: refers to the balance sheet, the in-

come statement and the profit and loss account. The accounting equations that 
link these accounts define profit. At equilibrium, the profit is zero (the value in 
use of a property is equal to the interest of its value less its capital gain; 
National income theory: gross national product is the sum of personal 

consumption, investment, the increase in private stocks, purchases of govern-
ment goods from the corporate sector, and the value of civil servants’ services. 

1 1 2 2E
NB C I I CP R R A R R S∑= + + + + +                  (16) 

According to Allais, the gross national product is less than final production 
(double accounting principle). The difference comes from the way in which the 
state’s activity is included in the calculations.  

Three fundamental relationships highlight three possible definitions of na-
tional income (with three different calculation methods):  

( ) ( )
N

N C I IM IM

i
N A

R S I B

R R R P A P A

R V
∑ ∑

= + +

= + + − + +

= ∑

              (17) 

We find here the calculation of national income as a function of: 1) the sum of 
the remunerations of the different factors of production, 2) the total value of 
consumption and the increase in national capital, 3) the sum of the added values. 
The theory of money and credit: the breakdown into fiduciary money 

( MM ) and scriptural money ( SM ) leads Allais to consider that credit inflation is 
translated for accounting purposes as manual money inflation. 

d d d d
d d d d

I P MM M M M
t t t t

+ = +                    (18) 

An increase in the monetary availability of all economic agents cannot be 
conceived without an increase in the fiduciary and non-cash money in circula-
tion. 
The theory of savings and investment: refers to macroeconomic equality 

(I = S) as described in the General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money 
of Keynes (1936). It is based on three equations: 

S Y C
I P C S I
Y P

= −
= − ⇔ =
=

                     (19) 

According to Allais’ accounting relationships, the system can be written as 
follows.  

d
d

S D C

I F C

I
D F IA

E R R
R P R A

MR P R A
t

∑

∑

= −
= − −

= + − −

                   (20) 

Investments are classified as unsolicited investments, self-sponsored invest-
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ments, and forced investments. 
According to Allais, investment is not equal to spontaneous savings, invest-

ment is equal to spontaneous savings plus undistributed corporate income (itself 
equal to the difference between self-investment and changes in personal cash 
balances).  

d
d

I
I S ND ND IA

MR E R avec R R
tε ε= + = −             (21) 

In Allais’ view, this questioning of equality (I = S) was a formal denial of the 
results of Keynes’ General Theory: “We believe that Keynes was a great econo-
mist who had remarkable intuitions, but whose reasoning requires many reser-
vations. All these deductions, in our opinion, are absolutely lacking in rigour. 
Keynes’ intuition made him feel where the difficulties lay, but his logical inade-
quacy did not allow him to solve the problems that his intuition had made him 
see... Year after year since 1931 Keynesian theory has changed and contradicted 
itself; and we can affirm with complete certainty that it will not cease to change 
and contradict itself until it no longer has anything in common with the original 
theoretical construction, if that is not perhaps the name of Keynes” (Allais, 1954: 
p. 71). 

4. Conclusion 

While macroeconomics is often linked to John Maynard Keynes’ work and his 
General Theory of Employment, Interest and Money (Keynes, 1936) it should be 
recalled that the period after World War II was marked by the memory of the 
crisis of the 1930s and the depression that followed (overproduction, price falls 
and mass unemployment).  

The crisis, followed by the Second World War, provoked a massive interven-
tion of the state in the economy (war expenses, social expenses), there was no 
question of the states withdrawing from the scene, despite calls for a return to 
free enterprise and the principle of competition. Capitalism and more precisely 
private investors were unable to reinvest in industry. States were therefore called 
upon to stimulate the economy and to become the key player in the renewal 
process. All the industrialized countries thus embarked on the path of planism, 
without denying their free enterprise roots (e.g. United States, Canada, Australia, 
and United Kingdom).  

In France, planning very quickly served as a guide for economic policy. In the 
purest tradition of the Colbertist State, the plans were laid out by setting objec-
tives for the private sector to achieve. It is in this context of state interventionism 
but also of opening up to competition that Allais’ work should be placed. Be-
yond his work on pure economics and the theory of general equilibrium (which 
won him the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences), Maurice Allais understood, 
from the 1930s, the importance of defining a national accounting framework. 
This information and modelling tool had given Germany an undeniable advan-
tage during the war years. It was now time to use this framework to shape the 
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growth of tomorrow. In the 1940s and 1950s, Allais published writings consti-
tuted his Accounting Fundamentals of Macroeconomics. The aim was “to estab-
lish in a rigorous and synthetic way, based on the summation of the accounts of 
the various economic agents, consumers, companies, credit banks, issuing insti-
tutions and the State, the main accounting relationships that necessarily exist 
between the global quantities usually considered and to try to show the multiple 
applications of these relationships, including accounting theory, national income 
theory, currency and credit theory, capital and income theory, dimensional 
economic analysis theory, savings and investment theory, inflationary profit 
theory and economic dynamics theory” (Allais, 1954: p. 1).  

Macroeconomics had thus emerged. It was based on a corpus consisting of a 
theory—the Walrasian general equilibrium, a doctrine-competitive planning, an 
empirical basis—his work on national accounts and economic policy prescrip-
tions, French-style planning, and monetary dynamics. Maurice Allais’ work, 
combined with the development of national statistics and national accounts, 
highlighted the French tradition of applied economists while proposing an 
original approach in an environment marked by the broad dissemination of 
Keynesian ideas. 
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